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Th

'11Jis case study exanines the factors involVfK1 in evaluating different aspects of fluency.
1be study investigated hall a native speaker of English and an advanced learner of English used
a set of pictures to tell a stOlJ'. 1be findings ft'el'e then analysed CI1 the basis of the first tM7
of Fi.11JlDre's foor measures of fluency. 7M> questiCl1S which have alJfc1YS been the cmcern of
sean:llanguage teachers M?re addressed: 1) JOlat is the accepted standard of fluency anmg
advanced sec:md language learners of English? 2) Is this standard to be derived fran a
standard of fluency deJmstrated by native speakers? 1be study suggests that of the tr.u measures
of fluency under c:msideratioo, hesitatioo nay not be a useful yardstick in judging fluency.

INTRODUCTION
Fluency has been defined as
something akin to oral proficiency
i . e. speech with reasonable speed
and
correctness,
sufficient
precision in grammar, lexis and
phonology (Van Ek, 1976). Equipped
with native language ability, one
might presume that an L1 speaker
will have less problems coping with
communication in general than an L2
speaker who has to deal with
communication
and
production
difficulties (Wiese, 1984; Faerch
and Kasper, 1983; Butterworth,
1980).
The task of evaluating the
level of oral fluency of an advanced
learner of English is not an easy
one. Inevitably, questions arise:
for example, should the degree of
fluency of an advanced learner of
English be assessed against that of
an idealized native speaker? What
is an acceptable standard of fluency
in a native English speaker? What
comprises nativelike fluency? The
fact is, not very much is known
about the phenomenon of fluency
(Hieke, 1985). Nevertheless, it is
hoped that by looking into one
aspect of oral production, a better
insight into the evaluation of the
fluency level of L2 learners may be
achieved.
This

study

examined

two

narrative productions: one by a
native speaker of English and the
other by an advanced learner of
English.
It must be stressed,
however, that the native speaker
performance in this study was not
being set as the ideal version
against which the second language
to be
performance was going
measured. Rather it was used as a
baseline,
with the hope that by
setting the same task, interesting
points concerning evaluation of
fluency in a native speaker of
English and in an advanced learner
of English might be brought out. In
this communicative situation both
the Ll and the L2 speaker were
trying to find the most effective
way of conveying what they had to
say. This became apparent in their
speech planning and execution
process.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS
The subjects in the study were
both in their late twenties. For
reasons of privacy real names are
not given. Margaret was a native
English language speaker, and she
worked as a secretary at a British
uni versity. Foreign students who
were enrolled in the department
where she worked dealt with her
quite regularly.
Ying,

At the time of this study, Mei
who was
Chinese,
with

